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1 | Product description of pre-alarm salt supply 

 In the control unit, the “Er A” message = refill salt is output at an early 
stage, so that there is sufficient time to refill the brine tank. 

1.1 Can be used with Delta-p® water softeners with software V2.12 or later 
 Order no. System from serial no. 

 185100 Delta-p® 1" 10412 
 185110 Delta-p® 1 ¼" 30343 
 185120 Delta-p® 1 ½" 40117 
 185130 Delta-p® 2" 45071 
 185200 Delta-p® 1"-I 20185 
 185210 Delta-p® 1 ¼"-I 35142 
 185220 Delta-p® 1 ½"-I 42575 
 185230 Delta-p® 2"-I 47591 
 

1.2 Can be used with GENO-mat® duo WE-X and GENO-mat® duo WE-OSMO-X water 
softeners 

 Order no. System 

 186 200 GENO-mat® duo WE-X 50 
 186 210 GENO-mat® duo WE-X 130 
 186 220 GENO-mat® duo WE-X 230 
 186 230 GENO-mat® duo WE-X 330 
 186 240 GENO-mat® duo WE-X 530 
 

 Order no. System 

 186 100 GENO-mat® duo WE-X 65 
 186 110 GENO-mat® duo WE-X 150 
 186 120 GENO-mat® duo WE-X 300 
 186 130 GENO-mat® duo WE-X 450 
 186 140 GENO-mat® duo WE-X 750 
 

 Order no. System 

 186 300 GENO-mat® duo WE- OSMO-X 65 
 186 310 GENO-mat® duo WE- OSMO-X 150 
 186 320 GENO-mat® duo WE- OSMO-X 300 
 186 330 GENO-mat® duo WE- OSMO-X 450 
 186 340 GENO-mat® duo WE- OSMO-X 750 
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2 | Function 
 

 

The pre-alarm salt supply is an infra-red light sensor that can register 
objects at a distance of 30 … 1100 mm. To allow the "viewing direction" 
of the light sensor to be detected, it outputs a visible red spot of light. 

The green LED is illuminated when the electrical power supply 24 V= 
is connected. 

The orange LED is illuminated when there is an object within the set 
switching gap. 

Using potentiometer 1, it is possible to set the switching gap (= height 
of the salt fill in the brine tank) and thus the time when the "Er A" 
message is triggered. 

Switch 2 makes it possible to change the function over from light to 
dark switching. The light switch setting (L) is not allowed to be 
changed, consequently. 

The "Er A" message is output if there is no object in the detection 
range for more than 5 minutes. 

Newer designs of the light sensor still have changeover switch 4, 
which must be in position "L". 

 

3 | Scope of supply 
  Infra-red light sensor with 5 m connection cable 

 Cable tie 

 Oval-head flange screw 
 

4 | Design 

 The infra-red light sensor with 5 m connection cable is installed within 
a black protective cover. The scope of supply also includes a cable 
tie with which the cable length that is not required can be wound up 
and attached to the water softener or to the suction/filling lines of the 
brine tank. The oval-head flange screws are used for attaching the 
protective cover to the brine tank cover. 

 

1 

2 
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5 | Installation 

  Screw the housing holding the light switch into the brine tank cover 
from below. 

 Screw the cable duct onto the edge of the cover from the inside. 

 

 Fig. Installation of pre-alarm salt supply 

 

6 | Electrical connection 

 Delta-p® water softener 
The strands are connected to the following terminals on the 
GENO®-IONO-matic3 control unit: 

Brown  = terminal 18 (+24 V) 

Black  = terminal 19 (switching signal – switching capacity max. 
100 mA / PNP transistor) 

Blue = terminal 11, 15 or 16 (ground) 


Caution! Strands are already connected to terminals 11/15/16 
(ground of the water meter pulse cable). Use the terminal which does 
not have any strands connected to it yet, or only one strand – make 
sure correct contact is made! 

  

 GENO-mat® duo WE-X water softener 
Brown  = terminal 17 (+24 V) 

Black   = terminal 18  

Blue-GND = terminal 19 (ground) 
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7 | Starting up, setting the switching gap 

 The switching gap is defined as follows: 

The brine tank cover with installed infra-red light sensor is located on 
the brine tank, and facing the salt fill. If the salt fill is too low, the "Er 
A" message is output because the salt fill can no longer be detected. 

7.1 Finding the 
minimum salt level 

Y = Distance between the top edge of brine tank and water level after 
"filling brine tank". 

X = Dimension for setting in pre-alarm  
(X = Y – 50 mm). 

 

 
 

Note: Smaller gaps lead to an earlier message. 

 

7.2 Setting the 
minimum 
switching gap 

1. Point the light beam at a reflective object (such as the outside wall 
of the brine tank) so the beam is at right angles to the surface. 
Start with a very small distance, so the orange LED is illuminated. 

2. Increase the distance from the object so it corresponds to what the 
switching gap should be subsequently. 

3. Use a screwdriver to set the potentiometer so the orange LED is 
no longer illuminated. 

4. If the distance from the object is reduced again, the orange LED 
will illuminate once more. 
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8 | Programming in the GENO®-IONO-matic3 control unit, Function check 

 See also the operating manual for the Delta-p® water softener, 
chapter F-3.2. 

1. Select code level 113 and program parameter index 3 to the value 
"L". 

2. If the light sensor now does not detect an object for > 5 minutes  
(= orange LED off), the "Er A" message appears in the 
GENO®-IONO-matic3 control unit. 

3. When the message on the GENO®-IONO-matic3 control unit is 
acknowledged, monitoring by the light sensor starts again. 

 

9 | Operating notes, maintenance 

 1. Make sure that the light beam from the light sensor never points at 
parts permanently built into the brine tank that are within the set 
switching gap! 

2. Do not expose the brine tank cover with installed infra-red light 
sensor to any mechanical shocks – take care when putting down 
on the floor or placing on the brine tank! 

3. Wipe the optical boundary surface every year with a dry cloth. 
If there are any salt incrustations: 
Dip the cloth in warm water and remove the incrustations, then dry 
the optical boundary surface. 

4. Do not use alcohol for cleaning! 
 

10 | Refilling salt, practical operation 

 Case 1: The salt fill is already low, the "Er A" message is already 
active. 

 Refill salt until the distance is once again less than the switching 
gap (orange LED is illuminated) and acknowledge the message on 
the GENO®-IONO-matic3 control unit. 

Case 2: The salt fill is sufficiently high so the distance is not less than 
the switching gap, the "Er A" message has not yet been triggered. 

 "Er A" is output with a 5 minute time delay, meaning that this time 
is usually sufficient for refilling salt without this message being 
generated as a result. 
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